The Building Blocks of
Security and Compliance in
UK Local Government
Enhancing your security strategy through best practices
for securing your Microsoft 365 tenancy

Cybersecurity in Local Government:
37 attempted breachers per minute*
Local government organisations and councils are responsible for
high-sensitive personal data. Often victims of ransomware, councils
are also one of the biggest targets for cyber criminals trying to
obtain information to sell on the black market. The extend of these
attacks affects citizens and their data.
A recent report by the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government’s Local
Digital Collaboration Unit Cyber Team shows
that UK councils are spending millions on
recovery from cyber breaches.
IT Budget constraint, lack of central
governance and guidance, and a cyber
skills gap are among the key reasons, local
government organisations struggle.

created a short best practice guide. It
covers the basic steps a local government
organisation should take to secure its
Microsoft 365 tenancy and users, including
multi-factor authentication, conditional access,
account and password review.

In this guide we provide you with some of the
key areas you need consider when migrating
to the cloud and Microsoft 365. Based on
years of experience in cybersecurity, ethical
hacking and cloud applications, our team of
penetration testers and technical architects

Did you know?
It took 2.5 years and £2.5M
(excluding counselling) for
Copeland Borough Council to
recover from a severe cyberattack in August 2017.
Source: Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government, 2020
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Identity and Access Management
Protect users’ identities and control access to
valuable resources based on user risk level

Threat Protection
Protect against advanced
threats and recover quickly
when attacked

Microsoft 365
Security Best
Practices

Information Protection
Ensure documents and emails
are seen only by authorised
people

Security Management
Gain visibility and control over security tools
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Enable Multi-factor Authentication
Weak passwords are the number one cause of data breaches. In public sector organisations,
where many first-line workers use mobiles or tablets to access confidential and personal data,
a stolen or lost device can easily expose citizens’ information.
It’s crucial to enable Multi-factor authentication across your organisation. It’s a free and
easy way to add an extra layer of protection. While MFA does not necessarily stop a
targeted hacker attack as we’ve shown in the session “Is your cloud harbouring a storm”,
it makes your accounts 99.9% less likely to be breached, according to Microsoft.

What is MFA?
MFA immediately increases your account security by requiring multiple
forms of verification to prove your identity when signing into an application.
Users simply receive a one-time password on their personal mobile
phone to use in conjunction with a memorised personal password.

Did you know?
Councils can save £600,000/ year by
using mobile devices like tablets and
smartphones in different services.
Source: Councillor Nigel Murphy, Manchester City
Council’s lead member for digital, for Manchester
Evening News, 2014
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Six in ten charities (61%) say that staff
in their organisation regularly use their
personal device to carry-out work
purposes.
Source: Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport,
Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2020

Review Accounts
Reviewing your M365 accounts on a regular basis is essential. Any unused accounts of
third parties or departed employees can be a doorway into your network. Ensuring they are
blocked is the first line of defence.
Next, you should review the licenses you currently have across the organisation and assess them to make
sure they are suitable for each type of user. It may be possible to unlock additional security features by
upgrading certain accounts, while also reducing costs through licence consolidation.

Ransomware: Local
government is the
preferred target of
cybercriminals
Municipal governments were
subject to 45% of ransomware
attacks in the past 12 months
Source: Threat Spotlight: Ransomware,
Barracuda.com, 2020
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Backup Your Data
If you are a victim of a ransomware attack and you pay the hackers, according to the National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) there’s no guarantee that you will get access to your data and
you are more likely to be targeted again in the future.
Microsoft recommends 3rd party backup as the only way to recover from data loss associated with ransomware
encryption. Often the cyber agent will encrypt your data in such a way that you cannot use the Microsoft
integrated File History or System Protection backups.
Furthermore, while Microsoft 365 does include limited restore capabilities for lost data, two major issues arise
when using their tools: lost data and lost time. Therefore, an independent data backup separated from the app
itself is necessary to avoid the most common data loss pitfalls.

Set Up Mobile Device
Management
As we already mentioned, many first-line workers use
mobiles and tablets. To support this diverse environment,
while also ensuring compliance, you need to use a Mobile
Device Management solution – the first step to setting up
Conditional Access.
MDM will help you implement policies across your organisation to
protect sensitive data and limit the access to this information only to the
people that need, when they need it, on an approved, compliant device.
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Did you know?
1 in 10 data breaches
are discovered on a
mobile device.
Source: Seven Truths about
Endpoint Security, Sophos, 2018

Review Passwords
Enforce the use of strong passwords across the
organisation and use a banned password list to
avoid simple passwords such as ‘$ecur1ty” and
“MANCqwerty1!”. Social engineering, data breachers,
and password spraying are among some of the ways
weak credentials are uncovered and used to gain
access to a network.
Our penetration testers broke into an Office 365
account in a matter of minutes using some of these
techniques. Watch the live hack recording here.

********
****
************
***********
**********

Set Up Conditional Access
You can filter access to sensitive personal and organisational data based on
location, device, user state and application sensitivity.
The right policies will enable the people in your organisation to access the data they require for their
work from anywhere and anytime, without exposing corporate data they may not need.
Think about what devices and apps your people use to access cloud data. For example, Outlook
email or OneDrive in a web browser, accessible from anywhere, may not be a requirement for your
organisation. Therefore, it can be tightened down accordingly with Conditional Access to reduce the
attack surface of your organisation.

Conditional Access
in Microsoft 365?
Conditional access is an Azure Active Directory
capability that is included with an Azure Active
Directory Premium license. Intune enhances this
capability by adding mobile device compliance
and mobile app management to the solution.
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Zero Trust Security Approach:
Never Trust, Always Verify
The Zero Trust approach to
cybersecurity requires all users to
continuously validate their security
posture and right to access through
authorisation and authentication.
Many organisations are adopting a
Zero Trust approach to enable secure
remote working.
To apply Zero Trust within your organisation
you would require multiple solutions
and technologies such as Multi-factor
authentication, identity and access
management and next-generation endpoint
solution.

Continuous Governance
and Assessment
Regular risk and security assessments using
Microsoft Secure Score will provide you
with better visibility of your security posture,
advising on your cloud security health.
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The Three P’s:
People, Process, Platform
At Chess, we often discuss the Three P’s when it comes to modern
technology strategies – people, process, and platform. To successfully
adopt new technology, you need to ensure they all work well together.
Slow adoption of new technology hinders
productivity and impacts your return on
investment. By driving M365 adoption and
supporting your users and in-house teams, you
empower your people to be more productive,
provide better citizen support and service,
without compromising security.
Our experts recommend that every technical
strategy begins with an assessment of the
estate which can advise on the best approach
for an organisation based on its needs and on
its people, helping to reduce costs while also
ensuring that your data is protected.
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Chess is a Gold accredited Microsoft
partner
We are on the Microsoft Technology Adoption Program (TAP)
which allows our technical architects and solution specialists
to work together with Microsoft on new features, advise on new
developments and be the first to test the new releases.

Gold Application Development
Gold Cloud Platform
Gold Cloud Productivity
Gold Collaboration and Content
Gold Data Analytics
Gold Datacentre
Gold Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions
Gold Communications
Gold Project and Portfolio Management
Silver Enterprise Mobility Management
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About
Chess is one of the UK’s leading independent
and trusted technology service providers,
employing 300 skilled people across the UK,
supporting over 20,000 organisations.
By leveraging world-class technology, Chess helps you to
connect your people, protect your data, grow your business,
reduce your costs and work better together, which means your
business, your people and your customers can thrive. At Chess,
we’re passionate about our unique culture and our continuous
investment in our people to be industry experts.
We’re extremely proud that our people voted us No.1 in ‘The
Sunday Times 100 Best Companies to Work for’ list 2018, and
we continue to celebrate more than ten years in the top 100.
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We help you

Protect Your Data
Contact Our Team
workfromanywhere@ChessICT.co.uk
0800 688 8858
ChessICT.co.uk

